Doubles Tennis Tactics

Doubles Tennis Tactics
Be part of a winning team on the court!
Doubles Tennis Tactics teaches you what
positions and movements to use and what
shots to make using proven patterns of
play. These patterns will increase
consistency, put more pressure on
opponents, and result in greater success in
competitions.Developed in conjunction
with the International Tennis Federation
(ITF) and world-renowned coach Louis
Cayer, Doubles Tennis Tactics presents
103 playing patterns and drills that are
most effective in specific match situations.
Court positioning and movement patterns
are covered for all four playersserver,
servers partner, receiver, and receivers
partneras well as court coverage and
special formations for the serving and
receiving teams. Practice drills reinforce
the patterns so that smart tactical decisions
become automatic on every point. Study
different styles of play and learn how to
choose the patterns that will accentuate
your own strengths as well as those of your
partner. Use Doubles Tennis Tactics to
play smarter and better with a partner, and
become a winning two-player team!
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Tennis Doubles Strategies - How To Move At Net Without The Ball - 6 min - Uploaded by intosportWant to win
your doubles matches? The youll need great tactics and youll need to know Tennis Coaching Tip Videos of Doubles
Tennis Tactics Rob Buy Doubles Tennis Tactics on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. Doubles Tennis
Tactics: Louis Cayer, International Tennis - 5 min - Uploaded by bachforEssential Tennis - Lessons and Instruction
for Passionate Players 115,305 views 6:47 Clever Tennis Doubles tactics The Doubles Tennis Tactics DVD presents
the most effective patterns of play to improve your doubles game. Developed in conjunction with the International
Tennis Server - Turbo Tennis - The Ten Commandments Of Doubles - 6 min - Uploaded by Brent Abels nis
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Doubles Strategies - How To Move At Net Without The Ball . Positions and Zones Tennis Doubles Tactics Standard Initial Positioning - ThoughtCo Buy Doubles Tennis Tactics DVD on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified
orders. Coaching Tips - Doubles Tactics - On The Line The most basic doubles tactic is to get your opponents to hit
up so that you or your partner can hit down. Try to keep the ball Tennis Doubles Tactics: Servers Partner - YouTube
When it comes to tennis doubles, strategy and communication are key. Here are tips on how to develop a partnership
that takes you to match point. : Doubles Tennis Tactics DVD: Louis Cayer Tennis doubles strategy is an important
foundation for a winning tennis game. However, if your team decides to make use of this tactic, the server should 10
Tips for Better Doubles Strategy - The Road to 4.5 Tennis Doubles Strategy and Tactics. I. Doubles 101. A. Pick the
right partner. B. Screeching shoes (more noise=better doubles team). C. Play percentages. D. Convert Tennis Tips for
Doubles - Tennis Doubles Strategy and Tactics My USTA teammates and I learned a ton about doubles strategy over
the past few months from Roger Dowdswell, Tennis Director at Manhattan Doubles Strategy and Tactics I. Doubles
101 II. How you win and Buy Doubles Tennis Tactics by Louis Cayer (ISBN: 9780736040044) from Amazons Book
Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. Doubles Tennis Tactics (Book & DVD): Human Kinetics - If you are, I
am hopeful that you are playing doubles in addition to playing singles. Doubles can truly improve a players singles
game. I always have admired Fundamentals of Doubles Tennis Tactics and Strategy - 3 min - Uploaded by
HowcastYUMMM Fried Apple Pie Tacos - Learn how to make them here: https://www. 3 Best Doubles Tactics
Tennis Lessons - YouTube Developed in conjunction with the International Tennis Federation (ITF) and
world-renowned coach Louis Cayer, the Doubles Tennis Tactics Book/DVD Tennis Tactics- Doubles Strategy Guide YouTube - 7 min - Uploaded by Paul Goldhttp:// - Top 7 doubles questions answered by a former top 50 ATP
Doubles Tennis Tactics DVD - Louis Cayer, International Tennis - 4 min - Uploaded by intosportWant to win
doubles matches? Then youll need good tactics and its not something that Tennis Doubles Tactics - How To Counter
Players That Lob - YouTube Tennis Doubles Strategy - Pro Tennis Tips Video shot in Mazatlan, Mexico. A
common tactic that everyone uses when playing doubles is volleying to the middle between your opponents. And there
are Doubles Tennis Tactics: : Louis Cayer - 14 min - Uploaded by brad0gilbertITF Tennis iCoach 29,870 views
47:52. Rojer & Tecau v Federer & Mahut - Full Match Men 12 Doubles Strategies that will change your game
Tennis Talk Publisher of Health and Physical Activity books, articles, journals, videos, courses, and webinars. An
illustrated guide to tennis doubles tactics, starting with standard positioning at the start of a doubles point for the server,
the receiver, and the Fundamentals of Doubles Tennis Tactics and Strategy Doubles Tennis Tactics DVD - Tennis
Warehouse Without doubt the best doubles tactics book and video is Doubles Tennis Tactics by Louis Cayer and the
ITF. It is a must for tennis coaches in Tennis Tactics- Practice Drills for Doubles - YouTube In a competitive point of
view, it is very important to know and execute the specific tennis doubles tactics and strategies to win matches. Serve
and Volley Tennis Doubles Tactics. Poach in Tennis Doubles Tactics. Using Doubles Tennis Tactics With the I
Formation. Australian Formation: An advanced doubles tennis tactic. Tennis Strategies and Tactics Where should I
aim my shots in doubles (when its not obvious)?. If you can . Be prepared like the wild boar and your tennis could
become the stuff of fable! Images for Doubles Tennis Tactics - 14 min - Uploaded by brad0gilbertLouis Cayer Doubles Tennis Tactics - 3 Of 3 - Duration: 7:38. brad0gilbert 29,194 views 7 Louis Cayer - Doubles Tennis Tactics
- 2 Of 3 - YouTube Tennis tips for doubles include the strategy and tactics of the game. Tennis doubles matches are
played by teams with two players in each team. Tennis doubles is a team game, thus both players have to work as a team
with good movement coordination, good skills and tactics used accordingly in order to win a match. Louis Cayer Doubles Tennis Tactics - 1 Of 3 - YouTube Hitting the ball through the middle of the court in doubles does quite a
Many tactics in tennis are designed primarily to make the opponents
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